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From Kadir Nelson, winner of the Caldecott Honor and the Coretta Scott King Author and Illustrator
Awards, comes a transcendent picture book in the tradition of Margaret Wise Brown about a lost little bear
searching for home.

This simple story works on so many levels: as the tale of a bear who finds his way home with the help of his
animal friends; as a reassuring way to show children how to comfort themselves and find their way in
everyday life; and on a more philosophical level, as a method of teaching readers that by listening to your
heart and trusting yourself, you will always find a true home within yourself—and that even when it feels
like you are alone, you never really are.

Supports the Common Core State Standards
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From reader reviews:

Ruth Cook:

The publication with title Baby Bear posesses a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a
lot of benefit after read this book. This book exist new expertise the information that exist in this e-book
represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement
of the world. This kind of book will bring you inside new era of the internationalization. You can read the e-
book in your smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Jimmy Martinez:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book mainly book entitled Baby Bear
the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe unidentified for but
surely will become your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a publication then become
one form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get before. The Baby Bear giving you one
more experience more than blown away your head but also giving you useful info for your better life with
this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and mind will probably be
pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try this extraordinary
spending spare time activity?

Angel Sutton:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside together with friends, fun activity together with
family or just watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by reading
through a book. Ugh, ya think reading a book can really hard because you have to accept the book
everywhere? It fine you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Baby
Bear which is finding the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's find.

Jason Buckley:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book was rare? Why so many
concern for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
reading, not only science book but also novel and Baby Bear or others sources were given understanding for
you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science e-book
was created for teacher or students especially. Those publications are helping them to increase their
knowledge. In some other case, beside science publication, any other book likes Baby Bear to make your
spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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